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About This Report
What this document is and
isn’t...

The Juvenile Justice Report
represents a data-baseline of
the general status of the
Orleans Parish Juvenile
Justice System, a starting
point to measure change by
reviewing data annually.
This document is intended to
increase community and
stakeholder awareness about
the rate of juvenile
delinquency in Orleans
Parish. The report uses data to
demonstrate progress and
opportunities for
improvement and provides a
basis for comparing data
across multiple years to
identify trends. It may also be
the tool that encourages
people to join CYPB and its
Juvenile Justice Task Force in
planning and supporting
positive reforms for the
Orleans Parish Juvenile
Justice System and for youth
that are or may become a part
of this system.
The Juvenile Justice Report is
not a "report card," nor is it a
"critique" of the Orleans
Parish Juvenile Justice
System. It is also not a
collection of answers to
unstated questions. This
report is not reflective of all of
Orleans Parish juvenile justice
data that exists.

This report is simply 'data', a
collection of some potentially
related points of information
coming from different parts of
systems shared to address issues
relating to youth involved in
the Orleans Parish Juvenile
Justice System.
Who is the report intended to
reach and why?

The report is produced by CYPB
and its Juvenile Justice Task
Force. It's intended to reach
community members and
organizers, Orleans Parish
youth and their families, service
providers, and policy makers.
We are committed to reaching
influencers and stakeholders
who can use the data to inform
solutions that improve
outcomes for youth in the
Juvenile Justice System of
Orleans Parish.
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About CYPB
The New Orleans Children and Youth
Planning Board exists to lead the formulation
of and to prepare a comprehensive plan for
services and programs for the children and
youth of New Orleans. The Board is intended
to encourage collaborative efforts among local
stakeholders for assessing the physical, social,
emotional, developmental, behavioral,
educational, safety, and poverty impacts and
needs of children, youth and families in their
respective communities, and for assisting in the
development of comprehensive plans to
address such needs.
CYPB promotes the following:
• development, implementation and operation
of services which encourage positive youth
development
• support to increase positive transitions
through the foster care system and beyond
for youth aging-out of foster care
• reduction in the commitments of youth to
state institutions
• provision of information to and a response
with the community to the rate of juvenile
delinquency
CYPB seeks to advance the coordination and
implementation of youth services that shall
include, but are not limited to:
• Prevention
• Early Intervention
• Diversion
• Alternatives: home displacement,
or incarceration
• Treatment services
• Measurement of all services that address the
needs of children and youth

Why was the report created
and how often will it be
produced?

The New Orleans Children and Youth
Planning Board (CYPB), is committed to
producing this report annually using a
downloadable format. This report was
created to share information and
provide the board with the data it
needs to deliver on key aspects of its
purpose. It may be useful in any related
short-term and long-range planning
efforts that the board undertakes and
can inform accountability based on
measured results. CYPB is hopeful that
community partners find the report
useful in planning actions that
positively change the data marks in
future reports.
Advocates may find this report useful
when referring to the data to inform
and strengthen policy, identify trends,
positive movements and opportunities
for improvement.
How will the report be
distributed?

The full report will be available on the
CYPB website as a downloadable
document. It can be found at
www.nolacypb.org. In addition, CYPB
is planning to host community
conversations and presentations to
take the information out into the
community. The information will be
shared to increase awareness and
engage in the potential creation of
community solutions and/or actions.
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A Letter from our Executive Director
Greetings Colleagues and Community Partners,
Orleans Parish has approximately 88,850 youth ready and waiting to be continually seen, heard, adored,
lifted-up, included as thought leaders in plans made for and about them, and supported to move positively
toward their respective successes. While it’s true that some youth may have or need more or less help than
others, the reality remains that no youth can win in life alone or without enough collective help on their
journey up the path of positive youth development.
The New Orleans Children and Youth Planning Board, (NO-CYPB), seeks to elevate and leverage collective
actions that advance positive youth development for Orleans Parish youth, ages 0-24 years, resulting in
greater resources/systems/services coordination that actually improves youth outcomes and life
experiences.
As you review this information, it’s my hope that you will see this data as simply a starting point, the
beginning of an intentional communication circle using data to understand the issues, impact and
opportunities within the Orleans Parish Juvenile Justice System. While this emerging communication circle
is not yet complete – other parts will be added to the data story – it is a necessary and time-sensitive restart.
The youth impacted have been messaging their unmet needs through behavior for too long. The time is now
to renew our collective examination and understanding of the story this data tells us about unmet needs, and
craft a collective plan of action that delivers measured change for the youth of Orleans Parish.
Please join New Orleans CYPB and its Juvenile Justice Task Force in hearing and seeing the messages
depicted through the data, followed by greater discovery and the planning of meaningful measured actions.
These actions can serve as real answers to unmet needs that move NOLA Youth up their path of positive
development.
Together we can take informed action that changes outcomes for NOLA Youth!
Karen Evans,
CYPB Executive Director

A Letter from our Juvenile Justice Task Force Chair
Greetings Colleagues and Community Partners,
The New Orleans Children and Youth Planning Board (NO-CYPB) is committed to our purpose of creating
plans that lead to coordination and implementation of services that will improve the outcomes for children
and youth in Orleans Parish.
In 2017, the Juvenile Justice Task force, a sub-committee of NO-CYPB, accepted the task of creating an
annually produced public facing document that represents the data story of the juvenile justice system in
Orleans Parish.
We believe it is critical to collect data from all points of the juvenile justice system in order to assess what
we do, allowing us to collectively create policies and practices that create the best possible outcomes for our
youth. The information contained in our annual report is our starting point.
It is our hope that this data will initiate intentional conversations between the stakeholders of our juvenile
justice system, which will lead to a data driven plan of action.
We are more powerful together! If you are not already participating in the efforts of NO-CYPB, I encourage
you to consider becoming a part of the amazing work taking place.
Remember, the youth of New Orleans are OUR CHILDREN. Though there are many reasons for their
involvement in the juvenile justice system, it is also OUR CHOICES that are critical to THEIR CHANCES at
rewriting their story.
LaKeasha R. Cooley, Regional Manager, Office of Juvenile Justice
Chair, Juvenile Justice Task Force
CYPB Member

How CYPB is Contributing to Change
The New Orleans CYPB formedWEAKNESSES
a Juvenile Justice Task Force
of key stakeholders to assist in the planning, development,
implementation, monitoring and/or operation of services
which encourage positive development, diversion of children
and youth from the criminal justice system, reduction in
the commitments of youth to state institutions, and
providing community response to the rate of juvenile
delinquency.
This task force has identified 4 Goals:
GOAL 1: Help eliminate unnecessary and inappropriate use of
secure detention for juveniles.
GOAL 2: Provide oversight of aggregate level data among
juvenile justice agencies.
GOAL 3: Increase access to educational opportunities for
youth either in state custody or who have been detained or
are on probation.
GOAL 4: Increase understanding of the impact of the juvenile
justice system on the well-being of system-involved youth in
Orleans Parish.
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Juvenile Justice in New Orleans
About the System
Youth, New Orleans Police Department
(NOPD), Public Defender and the District
Attorney respective offices, and the Court
make up the juvenile justice system.
Extensions of this network include relatives,
social services and community advocates.
Equitable policies and effective
coordination between New Orleans schools,
the juvenile court system and NOPD are
essential to making a successful juvenile
justice ecosystem in New Orleans.

SCHOOLS

COURTS

POLICE
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How the Juvenile Justice System Works

Glossary of Frequently Used Terms
Juvenile court can be confusing. Its even more confusing because it has a language all its own. This glossary
seeks to explain some of the important terms that frequently appear in this report. Youth and their families
may hear these terms when involved in New Orleans juvenile court. The glossary does not include all
possible terms, just a sampling of terms included in the report. LCCR created the full glossary that these
terms were extracted/edited from and you can access the full glossary of terms at the LCCR website:
www.laccr.org
Adjudication Hearing:

This is what they call a trial in juvenile court. It is the court appearance where the judge decides whether a
young person is guilty or not guilty. (‘Guilty’ and ‘not guilty’, though, are words that are not usually used in
juvenile court. Instead, these words are replaced with ‘delinquent’ or ‘not delinquent’.)
At an adjudicating hearing, the prosecutor must prove that the youth broke the law beyond a reasonable
doubt. If the judge believes that the prosecutor has proven beyond reasonable doubt that the youth broke
the law, the judge will ‘adjudicate the youth delinquent’ – that is, decide the judge believes the youth is
guilty.
Admission:

This is what a guilty plea in juvenile court is called. An admission is when a youth tells the court that
he/she committed an offense. If a youth admits to committing an offense, there will not be an adjudication
hearing.
Answer Hearing:

A court appearance where a youth responds to the things the prosecutor says the youth did. The answer
hearing happens at the beginning of the case. At the answer hearing, the judge tells the youth the ‘charges’.
‘Charges’ are what the prosecutor says that the youth did. The judge also gives the youth a ‘petition’. A
‘petition’ is a piece of paper – a legal document that has the changes written on it. In most cases, the youth
will then either deny or else admit the changes.
Arrest:

Taking someone suspected of breaking the law into police custody.
Continued Custody Hearing:

A court appearance to determine whether or not a youth will be detained at the Youth Study Center (YSC),
between arrest and the adjudication hearing. (‘Detained’ means ‘held in jail’.)
Custody:

A youth is ‘in custody’ if the judge tells the youth that he/she cannot go home, but instead must go to
juvenile jail at the Youth Study Center (YSC), a group home, or a juvenile prison.
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Glossary of Frequently Used Terms
Deferred Dispositional Agreement, or ‘896’:

An agreement between a youth and the court to place a youth on probation after the youth is adjudicated
delinquent of an offense, or admits to an offense. If the youth does everything he/she is supposed to under
the agreement, the court agrees to dismiss the entire case, as though there had never been an adjudication.
Delinquent Act/Offense:

A delinquent act is an offense that would be a crime if committed by an adult.
Denial:

A denial is like a ‘not guilty’ plea. When a youth ‘enters a denial’, he/she tells the court that he/she does not
admit to committing the charged offense.
Disposition:

The court’s decision about what will happen to a youth who has been adjudicated delinquent – that is, found
to have broken the law. The disposition is the sentence the youth will receive.
Diversion:

Diversion is a program run by the prosecutor as an alternative to being prosecuted in juvenile court. The
prosecutor may decide, instead of prosecuting a youth, to offer the youth an opportunity to participate in the
diversion program. In the program, the prosecutor may ask the youth to participate in counseling sessions,
and may charge a fee to participate. If a youth does not wish to participate, or if the prosecutor thinks that
the youth did not participate fully, the prosecutor may decide to prosecute the youth in juvenile court.
Hearing:

A court date where a youth’s case is discussed, and evidence can be heard and reviewed by a judge. Examples
of hearings are:
• Answer Hearings
• Adjudication Hearings
• Dispositional Hearings
• Probation Reviews
Juvenile Court:

The court that has the power to hear cases for most youth under the age of 17 who are accused of breaking
the law.
Non-Secure Care:

A placement for a youth who has been delinquent, or who is in the formal Families in Need of Services (FINS)
Program, that is not juvenile prison. A group home is an example of non-secure placement.
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Glossary of Frequently Used Terms
Petition:

A legal document that the prosecutor writes. The petition says what a youth is accused of doing – that is, it
has the charges on it.
Plea:

A plea is the answer that a youth gives to the prosecution’s charges. A youth enters a ‘plea’ at the beginning
of every case, when the youth says whether he/she admits or denies the charges – that is, when the youth
pleads ‘not guilty’ or ‘guilty’.
Plea Bargain/Plea Deal:

An agreement between the prosecutor and the youth. Usually, a plea bargain involves the youth admitting
to breaking the law. In exchange, the prosecutor will agree to give the youth something – either a less
serious charge, or a less serious disposition. Every plea deal must be approved by the judge. Youth should
never make a plea deal without talking to a lawyer first.
Probable Cause:

A police officer can make an arrest, conduct a personal or property search, or obtain a warrant for arrest or
search, if there is ‘probable cause’ to believe a crime has been committed. Probable cause requires facts or
evidence that would lead a reasonable person to believe a crime has or will be committed. A judge must
release a youth after a continued custody hearing unless the prosecutor can prove at the hearing that there
is probable cause to believe that the youth committed a delinquent act.
Review Hearing:

A court hearing where the judge hears about the progress of youth who are on probation or who are in
custody.
Secure Custody:

Juvenile prison. Secure custody is a placement for youth that is locked down – which youth cannot leave at
will.
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Youth Demographics
2015 U.S. Census Population Data
New Orleans Youth, ages 0-19
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Children and Youth make up 27% of the
overall New Orleans population. In our city,
there are 88,850 children and youth under
age 20.
46, 176 Youth were enrolled in Orleans
Parish public schools in 2016.* 45,422 Youth
enrolled in Orleans Parish public schools in
2016 were not involved the juvenile justice
system. In the following pages, we highlight
the circumstances, the system challenges,
and our efforts and opportunities to
continually decrease the number of youth
involved in the Juvenile Justice System.
*Data in this report does not include the number of Orleans
Parish youth who may attend private school or are home
schooled. Only public school data as available at the publishing
of this report.
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Orleans Parish Public Schools: Enrollment, Truancy
City-wide Enrollment
by racial/ethnic category

Number of Juvenile Arrests
During 2016 School Hours
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Orleans Parish Juvenile Court Data Analyst Office

Decline in Truancy

The New Orleans Youth Index, December 2016
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Statewide Data View
Louisiana Department of Education
Alternative Education Study
October 2017
School Disciplinary Actions:
Impact on Youth by Gender & Race
Male students make up 51% of the
state’s total student population, but
account for 66% of the
student population in alternative
programs.

Female Youth
34%

Zero-tolerance policies in the
United States became
widespread in 1994, after
federal legislation required
states to expel any student
who brought a firearm to
school for one year, or lose all
federal funding. Today must
school officials are required to
implement consistent, and
harsh punishment—usually
suspension or expulsion—when
students break certain rules.

Discipline policies vary among
schools and consequences
fluctuate. Since
implementation of zero
tolerance policies in schools,
the rates of suspensions,
expulsions, and school
referrals to the juvenile justice
system have sharply
increased.

Male Youth
66%

Percentage of Suspensions and
Expulsions by Race that lead to
alternative schooling
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Severe school behavior
policies and an abundance
of school referrals for minor
offenses are helping to
populate the juvenile penal
system. Black males are
disproportionately impacted
by zero tolerance policies.
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Statewide Data View
Louisiana Department of Education
2015-2016 Suspensions and
Expulsions
There were more than 60,000 out
of school suspensions and
expulsions for Preschool
through 12th grade students

The majority of the more
than 18,000 students
suspended or expelled
were sent to an alternative
school or program rather
than addressing the issue
at the home school.

80%
...of students suspended
or expelled violated one
of the following
discipline infractions:
1. Willful disobedience
2. Instigates/participates in fights
3. Disturbs the school and
violates rules
4. Treats authority with
disrespect
5. Leaves school premises
6. Uses profane and/or obscene
language
7. Exhibits injurious conduct
8. Unauthorized use of
technology
9. Is habitually tardy and/or
absent
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Statewide Data View
Louisiana Department of Education
Alternative Education Stud
October 2017

Statewide data reports
that African-American
students are 3.25 times
more likely to be expelled
and 7.8 times more likely
to be suspended.

Students spent an average of
20 days for suspension and 54
days for expulsion in
alternative settings.

4%

of alternative
education
students earn
a diploma.

"If you want to address racial
disparity in the juvenile
justice system, everybody
has to have a role in it.
Everybody has some
responsibility."

James Bell
Founder, President
The W. Haywood Burns Institute
for Justice Fairness & Equity
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New Orleans Police and Youth

778

total youth arrests . . .

In 2016, Police contact
with youth resulted in:

499

youth arrests for minor offenses

344 Verbal Warnings
123 Citations

565 No Actions

Officers arrested 355 youth who were under 17 years of age at the
time of the incident. 248 of those youth were charged with and
offense that would make them eligible for a juvenile warning
notice.
NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT, 2016 ARRESTS OF YOUTH 17 AND YOUNGER: NOPD data reflects accurate data accessible per time, incident
and age markers. It may not include all possible data due to the ways the systems are utilized by officers. how the department systems
categorize stops, and how the systems separate incidents by type, time, age and offenses.

Offenses Eligible for Warning as a result of the
Policing Alternatives for Youth (PAY) Ordinance
Criminal Mischief
Criminal trespass
Disturbing the peace
Minor traffic violations
Misdemeanor theft, illegal possession of stolen goods
Simple assault, battery, possession of marijuana
(See page 19 for full PAY Ordinance description and detail)

NOPD provides support to schools to ensure safety and assist with discipline issues.
NOPD officers are assigned to lend support to multiple schools as School Resource
Officers, (SRO). However, early points of contact with law enforcement, when not
balanced with much needed supportive services, creates circumstances which can
work against the best interests of our most challenged youth.
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Courts

Orleans Parish Juvenile Justice Center
(OPJC)
Of the youth arrested by NOPD and
transported to the Orleans Parish Juvenile
Justice Center (OPJC)::
612 or 81% were male youth
142 or 19% were female youth
Within those numbers, were the following:
587 African-American Males
135 African- American Females
19 White males
5 Hispanic Males
4 White Females
3 Hispanic Females
1 Asian Male

By the Numbers
2016 OPJC Intake

754
Detained at Intake

269
Released at Intake

476

Over 95% of children arrested in New
Orleans are African American.
Of the total 754 youth arrested by NOPD
and transported to OPJC in 2016, 722 were
African American youth.

13 % Placed on
ATD Supervision
Alternative To Detention

Orleans Parish Juvenile Court Data:
JDAI Data Work Group 6/23/2017
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Youth Study Center (YSC) at Orleans Parish
2016 Data
Youth Study Center
Annual Report 2016
YSC serves as the pre-trial detention
center for Orleans Parish youth who
are charged with committing a
delinquent offense.
Average length of stay:
Juveniles: 25 days
Adult Transfer Youth: 190 days

WEAKNESSES
Youth transported to
Intake for Processing

303

Youth
Admitted/Detained
at YSC

215
Three out of every
four children arrested
in New Orleans are
charged with an
offense that involves
neither violence nor
a gun.

The Intake Department, a function of OPJC, completes data gathering
interviews and assessments to determine whether youth are to be released with
services prior to trial or admitted to pretrial detention at YSC.
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Orleans Parish
Juvenile Justice Reform
Policing Alternatives for Youth (PAY) Ordinance Passes
In an attempt to address over-policing of youth and racial disparity in
arrests in New Orleans, the PAY Ordinance was introduced by Council
Member Susan Guidry and passed by New Orleans City Council to provide
NOPD with alternatives to arrest that divert children away from the juvenile
correctional system.
NOPD officers now have the discretion to issue a warning or summons
depending on the level of the offense and whether a young person has a
known prior history of offenses. Policing alternatives to arrest can prevent
youth from being transported and booked at the youth detention center.
Beginning January 1, 2018, New Orleans youth who commit minor offenses
may receive a summons or juvenile warning notice (JWN) instead of being
arrested.
The passing of the PAY Ordinance is a big step in juvenile justice reform in
New Orleans.
"The Policing Alternatives for Youth (PAY) ordinance adds more tools
for police officers in dealing with our youth and aids in preventing
unnecessary arrests and their consequences."
Susan Guidry, District A City Council Member
Chair, City Council's Criminal Justice Committee
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Additional Reforms
May 2016: House
Concurrent Resolution
(HCR) 102 passed to
create The Louisiana
Juvenile Detention
Alternatives Initiative
Statewide Leadership
Collaborative. This
collaborative coordinates
and implements a
statewide JDAI strategy.
On June 14, 2016:
Governor John Bel
Edwards signed SB 324,
the Raise the Age Act,
into law. Louisiana raised
the age of juvenile court
jurisdiction from 16 to 17.
The law will be
implemented in phases:
Phase I – nonviolent
offenses come into the
juvenile system in July
2018, and Phase II – all
offenses in July 2020.
Despite the passage of
the Raise the Age Act,
district attorneys may still
use their discretion to
send youth charged with
violent offenses to adult
courts or to keep them in
the juvenile system.

reported publicly by OJJ
and detention centers. It
provides guidelines for
review hearings and creates
a reinvestment fund that
will offer grant
opportunities for
communities to serve
juvenile justice.
JDAI Juvenile Detention
Alternatives Initiative:
Louisiana’s most significant
reduction in detention
admissions in JDAI sites
were from 2015 to 2016, a
total of 14.6% reduction:
from 3,612 youth to 3,066.
Conditions of Confinement:
New Orleans is in the final
stages of completing its first
JDAI detention facility
assessment since the new
Youth Study Center (YSC)
facility opened in 2014.

Adult Transfers:
Transfer can only occur
once the child is charged
with violent offenses or if
the juvenile court finds
probable cause that the
child committed the violent
offense. Transfer reform has
had positive results in New
The Juvenile Justice
Orleans: 1) It has ensured
Accountability and Cost
Effectiveness Act of 2016: that transferred youth are
held in the juvenile
Extensive data must be

detention center instead
of adult jail, and
2)advocacy that resulted
in a reduction in the
number of youth
transferred in New
Orleans in 2017 – went
from 30 transfers in 2016
to 9 in 2017.
More Highlights:
Incarcerated children
deserve a quality
education. In the spring
of 2016, the Orleans Parish
School Board (OPSB)
asked the Center for
Educational Excellence in
Alternative Settings
(CEEAS) to assume full
operational control over
the New Orleans Youth
Study Center (YSC). In
August 2016, the Travis
Hill School opened with
the capacity to serve 40
students a day, full-time.
One year later, in the
spring of 2017, the OPSB
asked CEEAS to develop a
school for teens and
young adults held at the
adult jail in New Orleans.
In August 2017, a fullscale high school opened
as the second Travis Hill
School Campus and has
the capacity to serve 50
students a day, full-time.
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2016 Dispositions
The court’s decision about what will happen to a youth who has been adjudicated
delinquent – that is, found to have broken the law. A disposition hearing is held after a
juvenile has been adjudicated. At the hearing, the judge decides the appropriate
sanctions and treatment for an adjudicated juvenile after hearing recommendations
from the prosecution, probation officer, the defense, the child’s parents and/or service
providers who may be working with the youth. Disposition outcomes may vary and may
include but are not limited to:
• fines
• restitution
• community service
• probation supervision (supervised and unsupervised)
• out of home placement in a non-secure or secure facility
In 2016, per Ch.C Article 897.1, 150 disposition hearings were held in Orleans Parish
Juvenile Court. These break out in the following ways:

150

Dispositions completed in 2016

25 youth received a reprimand and warning at disposition
5 youth received community service/restitution at disposition
3 youth received credit for time served and case was closed at
disposition hearing
85 youth placed on probation:
72 youth placed on supervised probation
13 youth placed on unsupervised probation

30 youth committed to the custody of OJJ:
21 youth placed in secure custody (10 of the youth committed under 897.1)
9 youth placed in non-secure

2 youth committed to the custody of YSC/other state facility
21

Review Hearing
Early Release
Recommended early
release or home furlough
is possible when a youth
maintains good behavior,
participates in programs
and treatment, and
presents no threat of
escape.
In an early release review
hearing, a report regarding
qualifications for release
and the staffing
committee’s
recommendation are
forwarded to the presiding
judge. The presiding
judge makes the
determination for early
release or furlough.
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New Orleans Youth Speak
The CYPB asked young people their thoughts about safety,
justice, and system reform:
WEAKNESSES
Public Safety in my neighborhood means...
“decreasing drug activity”
“less blighted property”
“enforcing curfew”
“creating safe spaces to shop”
What is the ONE thing adults need to know about youth
that they don’t seem to know?
“inspiration is the best way to reach us”
“create a safe place to learn”
“understand that kids have a larger learning curve”
“provide alternative solutions to arrest”
“understanding the reality of peer pressure”
“we deserve the respect of adults we encounter”
“encounters at juvenile court don’t feel respectful”
“empathy and sensitivity training for cops”
“adults need training to learn about the population they
serve”
If you knew then what you know now, how could things
be different for you?
“I would of changed my friends”
“I would think before I act”
“I would evaluate the consequences”
“I would ignore it”
“I would make better choices”
“I’d have tunnel vision: stay blind and deaf to negative
influences”
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[cont'd] New Orleans Youth Speak
WEAKNESSES

What do you need for your future dreams and hopes for
yourself to become true?
“strong support system”
“knowledge”
“mentorship and inspiration”
“ability to understand and evaluate life”
“networking”
“willingness to make mistakes”
“goals”
“graduate from high school”
“ability to ask for help”
If you were in charge of juvenile justice for Orleans Parish,
what is the One thing you’d change immediately?
“provide counselors for detained kids”
“create a release program”
“address quality of life”
“provide additional freetime”
“bond requirements: release juvenile offenders”
“streamline visitation process”
“expedite court hearing”
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Four Ways YOU Can Help

Know the Data
• Understand what the data says AND what it means
• Use the data to tell the story of your experience
• Use the data to promote change OR celebrate progress
Know the Youth
• Find/hear/understand youth voices and their stories
• Always seek to pair the data with youth voices…it’s better together
• Try to put yourself in the shoes of youth and promote improvement
from their views and vantage points
Speak the Truth
• Use data + youth voice to reshape and update the narrative about
Orleans Parish youth and those youth involved in the Orleans Parish
juvenile justice system
• Tell your truth to those who will/can use it to improve outcomes for
Orleans Parish youth
• Continue to push for improvement and celebrate progress
Join the CYPB Effort
Join us in our efforts to advocate for measured improvements and
acknowledgement of demonstrated progress in the Orleans Parish
Juvenile Justice System.
Find out more at CYPB website: www.nolacypb.org.
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Damekia Morgan, JDAI Coordinator – Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI)
Mary Garton, Chief Student Services Officer, Orleans Parish School Board (OPSB)
Charmel Gaulden, Vice President, Public Safety Grants – Baptist Community Ministries (BCM)
Janelle Temple, Director, Families in Need of Services (FINS)
Derek Brumfield, Jr., Deputy Director/Director of Programs & Services, Families & Friends of Louisiana’s
Incarcerated Children (FFLIC)
Much appreciation is extended to the Youth Study Center (YSC) for sharing the data from its year-end
report. Specifically, we thank Breanna Johnson, Data Analyst and Germaine Simon, Director.
The important inclusion of youth voices was made possible through the Orleans Parish Juvenile Court
(OPJC) Alternative To Detention Program – MELOW, Men Engaged for Leadership Opportunities Works, led
by Director, Willie Morgan. The MELOW group of male youth, ages 12-17 years convene weekly under Mr.
Morgan’s leadership and are comprised of a group of youth interested in self-improvement/development.
Morgan describes the group as, “A room where talented young men from NOLA express themselves in ways
that they can’t anywhere else – we learn from each other. The youth are amazing!” Thank you, MELOW, for
sharing your thoughts and words, as they added insight and inspiration to this report.

